
FIELD MARSHAL

Thank you for volunteering as a Field Marshal at the 2023 Oregon Soccer Fall Fury.

Tournament contacts

General questions or issues
Unruly coach / parent / player
Need a trainer / medical situation
Eric Anderson - 608-206-4886
Michelle Sweberg - 608-219-4731
Bryan Steffen - 608-279-9787

Volunteer questions or issues
Jessica Sweeney - 608-358-9095

Referee questions or issues
Greg Fisher - 608-213-1331
or gsfisher@hotmail.com

Here’s a rundown of your duties:

Before the game
● Look at the game schedule in the folder located in the box for your field.
● Find the game card for this match in the folder and make sure all information

matches – field, team names, game time.
● About 15 minutes before the game, it is time to check in BOTH TEAMS.

○ Introduce yourself to the coaches or team manager as the Field Marshal.
○ Ask for the players to line up.
○ Call their names from the APPROVED roster.

■ All players on the APPROVED roster can play.
○ Check the equipment for all players:

■ Jerseys with a unique number (no repeat numbers on one team)
■ Shin guards are required
■ Soccer cleats – plastic only, no metal cleats
■ Casts/braces/etc., must be pre-approved by the referee assignor

○ Check to make sure no players are wearing jewelry:
■ No earrings or other piercings can be worn (they must be removed,

putting tape over them does not fix the issue)
■ No bracelets, necklaces, etc.

● Inform the referees that both teams have been checked in, and give them the
game ball if one was provided by the club (will have Oregon SC written on it)

● Encourage referees to start games on time. The tournament operates on a tight
schedule, including 5 minutes between games and a 5-minute halftime.



During the game
● Monitor the game. You are there to try to ensure the game is a positive

experience for players, referees and spectators.
● If someone becomes unruly, please encourage positivity and try to de-escalate

the situation. If you are uncomfortable with a situation, please call Eric, Michelle
or Bryan (numbers on top of first page) and one of them will either come to the
field or have a tournament representative do so.

● Medical issues: Referees or coaches likely will bring these to your attention.
○ Ice is available in the cooler at your field, along with plastic bags
○ If you need a trainer, call Eric, Michelle or Bryan (numbers on top of first

page)
○ A trainer will be at McKee Farms Park during the entirety of the

tournament. A trainer also will be in Oregon on Sunday, based at Jaycee
Community Park.

○ If it is an emergency situation, call 911.

After the game
● Take the game card to the referees:

○ The center referee needs to fill out the final score, list
cautions (yellow cards) and anyone sent off (red cards),
and all officials need to sign the game card.

● Grab the game ball, if applicable
● Once you have the score confirmed, report it one of two ways:

○ Go to https://tinyurl.com/FFscores
○ Or scan the QR code

● Place the completed game card in the folder. Runners will
come to pick up game cards periodically throughout the day

Thanks again for volunteering — we couldn’t do this without you!

https://tinyurl.com/FFscores

